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Google Summer of Code
This is our central resource for managing all aspects of The Guardian Project's involvement in Google Summer of Code. The Google
Summer of Code is a program where Google pays students stipends to work over the summer on free software projects. Each
student works with one or more mentors from the community to complete a software project. The Google Summer of Code has started
again this year. Mentoring organizations haven't yet been determined.

2014 GSoC Mentoring (via Tor/EFF)
    -  [[Amogh Pradeep (Orbot and Orfox)]]

2014 Application
    -  [[GSoC 2014 Organization Application]]
    -  [[Ideas List]]
    -  [[StudentApplications2013]]
    -  administrators: n8fr8 and hans
    -  mentors: 
        -  n8fr8
        -  hans
        -  lee
        -  pawel
        -  vitiolix

Applying as a student
The Guardian Project hasn't been picked as a mentoring organization yet. However, it is never too early to engage with mentors.
Please join us on one of our communication channels and let us know what you would like to do!

Familiarize yourself with the communication tools used by The Guardian Project members:

    -  IRC: #guardianproject on freenode or oftc
    -  mailing list: guardian-dev@lists.mayfirst.org
    -  twitter: @guardianproject
    -  blog: https://guardianproject.info/blog

Starting by looking at our [[Ideas List]] and think about how you would apply yourself to any of those projects.

Find us on any or all of the communication channels. Don't be afraid to ask any question or suggest seemingly crazy or vague ideas,
we'll help you and give you suggestions. If you're lost (or even not!), let us know what we can do to help. Remember that early
preparation is a guarantee that your proposal will be better!

    -  [[Student Application Template]]

(thanks to the Debian wiki for lots of source material here)
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